Engine
23HP/26HP/29HP liquid-cooled diesel engines, with Kubota's E-TVCS
(three-vortex combustion system), offer tremendous power, high torque,
cleaner emissions, and low noise and vibration.

New 3-range HST
With an increased maximum speed and three range shifts speeds (Hi/Med/Lo), the B2320 let you find the right speed to suit your task, for outstanding
productivity. Our proven hydrostatic transmission provides the B-Series with
smooth shifting and powerful performance from heavy-duty loader
applications.

Gear-type Model
The B2320 is available as an HST model or an economical and reliable gear
model, with 9 forward and 3 reverse speeds.

Powerful Category I 3-point Hitch
The 3-point hitch accepts a variety of implements for all of your different
needs. The powerful hitch can handle rotary cutters, box blades, finishing
mowers and more.

Cruise Control
Kubota's cruise control allows you to set your preferred speed quickly and
conveniently.

Narrow Width (B2320 DTN Narrow Only)
These tractors are remarkably narrow, allowing you to maneuver in close
quarters. Maximum width of the B2320DTN is 35.4 in/90.0 cm (end-to-end
of the rear tires) and the B2320HSDN is 36.9 in/93.8 cm (end-to-end of the
front tires). Optional larger tires provide increased floatation and traction in
soft soil conditions.

Offset Mid-PTO (B2320 HSDN Narrow Only)
We offset the mid-PTO to make installation and removal of the mid-mount
mower deck quicker and easier.

Standard Loader Valve
Loader operations are more convenient with standard-equipped 4-position
valve and control lever. Integrated into the tractor, this ergonomically
positioned valve lets you attach the front loader and other front implements
quickly and easily. (B2320 available without valve.)

Hydraulic Pump
The 8.3 GPM hydraulic pump capacity provides exceptional efficiency and
power for implement operations.

Large-capacity Radiator
The B-Series features a large-capacity radiator to keep the engine cool on a
long, hot workday, and keep you on the job.

Long Wheel Base
With a formidable, 61.5 in. (1563 mm) wheel base, the B-Series delivers
increase stability during operation.

Adjustable Rear Trend (B2320 DTN Narrow Only)
Easily adjust the rear tread to make it wider. This provides these tractors
with great stability, for a wider range of applications.

Position Control Valve (B2320 DTN Narrow Only)
The position control valve is standard. This allows exceptional depth
control for inching the hitch up or down to provide precise implement
control.

Wide Fenders
The extra-wide fender width increases your protection from mud and
debris and enables integrated lever positioning for your convenience.

Foldable ROPS
For your safety, a foldable ROPS is standard equipment. It's perfect for
traveling under areas with height restrictions, or parking your tractor in a
garage.

High-back Seat
Kubota's seat provides ample back and lumber support, improving
operator comfort during long hours of operation.

Wide Operating Platform
The large, ISO-mounted flat deck provides plenty of legroom and a wider
step area for easier mounting and dismounting. Plus, the widely spaced
fenders create plenty of room for the operator to work in comfort.

Backlit Dash Panel
The easy-to-read dash panel features large numbers and a white
background to help you easily keep track of vital tractor functions such as
engine speed, engine temperature, fuel level, etc. The panel backlight
activates when the headlights are turned on.

Headlights
Kubota's multi-reflective headlights let you see farther and better, so you
can work effectively whenever and wherever you want.

Parking Brake
The parking brake keeps your tractor where you want it-just pull the
convenient lever and the tractor stays put.

Lever Guides
The B-Series features large angled lever guides, for hassle-free shifting, fast
control lever recognition and easy operation.

Slanted Metal Hood
The slanted metal hood offers a clear view of front loader operations to
improve operator productivity.

